The general recommendations of the Health Authorities are a priority.

The measures described here are the result of contributions from the whole of Spanish golf: the Royal Spanish Golf Federation (RFEG) and the Autonomous Federations of Golf, the Spanish Association of Golf Courses (AECG), the Spanish Association of Greenkeepers (AEdG), the Spanish Association of Golf Managers (AEGG) and the Association of Golf Professionals (PGA). They also take into account the recommendations of international organizations in the world of golf.

The purpose of this guide is to design the main applicable measures and recommendations for golf players at Aguilon golf, thus guaranteeing social distancing and minimizing the risks of contagion (Covid-19).

The sport of golf has specific peculiarities that make its both practice accessible and safe after the Covid-19. These include:

- It is a sport that it is practiced outdoors.
- It is none-contact sport.
- It is easy to maintain a safe social distance of many meters.

We request respect the measures that were designed to guarantee your safety. We appreciate your understanding and collaboration, we also ask you to be aware of new communications as the indications may change at any time.

Golf is a sport that is played in an outdoor space and is a lower risk scenario that with the necessary precautions you can continue to enjoy.

Please be assured that we are vigilant and working to overcome this situation together. We appreciate your understanding and attention to this release. WE WILL REPEAT A LOT IN THIS COMMUNIQUE: RESPECT SOCIAL DISTANCE AND CONSTANTLY DISINFECT YOUR HANDS WITH WATER AND SOAP OR GEL, BY YOR HEALTH, EMPLOYEES AND ALL OF US.
Before playing at Aguilon Golf

**RESPECT**
Respect all security measures indicated by the Club.

**AVOID**
Avoid physical greeting, shake hands etc.

**BOOKINGS**
Bookings it must be booked online or by phone
Only reserved players will be allowed to play. Telephone 67265600/950109518.

**GREENFEES**
Payment of green fees will preferably be made online or by phone with a credit card. Cash payment will be accepted. The Club House will remain, closing the Social Hall, to allow players access to the field and to the bathrooms and reception.

**BUGGIES**
Buggies are allowed to be used by only one individual or 2 if they are family members living together. Before and after each use the buggy will be disinfected by the Club staff.

**TROLLEYS**
The manual and electric trolleys for individual use will be disinfected by Club staff before and after each use.

**MATCHES**
The playing Group could be 4 people who must keep the social distance during the course of the game.

**EQUIPMENT**
All players must come equipped and appropriately dressed to play since the club facilities will be closed.
Club locker rooms will be closed. MANDATORY USE OF MASK AND HAND CLEANING (GEL) BEFORE ENTERING IN TO RECEPTION.

**STARTING YOUR ROUND**
All players must go from the parking area directly to the 1st tee as soon as possible, and in case of use of cafeteria or practice range, access will be allowed.
GOLF SPORTS OPENING PROTOCOL
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Guidelines for Playing Recreational Golf Safely (Covid-19)

During the game

DISTANCE
The social distance must be maintained throughout the round of golf

DO NOT TOUCH
It is not allowed to touch ball cleaners, water fountains, benches, etc. that will remain out of use. Search for ball others than your own is prohibited.

BUNKERS
The bunkers will be repaired in the best possible way by the player without the use of rakes. LOCAL RULE, PLACE BALL IN BUNKER

FLAGS STICKS
The hole flags must always remain in place, cannot be removed or touched. It has been equipped with a system to avoid touching the flag when picking up the ball from the hole

HOLES
The holes will have a stop that prevents the ball from falling completely at the bottom of the hole. The player should collect the ball with the utmost care to prevention touching the hole.

DURING YOUR ROUND
Ready Golf, play fast. In addition, all the obstructions and stakes will be INMOVABLE OBSTRUCTIONS. In a short period of time, Aguilon Golf will proceed to withdraw the physical course cards. We recommend using apps from your mobile phones or watches

After playing

LEAVING THE COURSE
Avoid lengthy farewells and any physical contact.

CLEANING
Cleaning of clubs and shoes is not allowed after playing at the golf course.

PARKING
It is recommended to go directly from the Golf Course to the parking area.
Introduction

This document describes the measures that Aguilon Golf has taken towards the reopening of and covers all the facilities of a standard golf course (common protocol).

All employees of the Facility must be notified of the compliance with the protocols described and their demanding application.

The protocols contemplated are divided into two parts: Installations and Maintenance.

Installations

- **RECEPTION**
  - Minimize the use of the reception.
  - All the Bookings through online or by phone.
  - Payment for services will be made preferably by credit card or online.

- **BOOKINGS**
  - BOOKING services will be offered by phone or online.

- **GOLF BAG LOCKER ROOM**
  - The use of this locker roomer should be minimised.
  - Maximum ONLY ONE person inside the golf locker room their play equipment
Installations

TRAVEL AROUND THE COURSE

- Fountains, ball cleaners, benches, etc. have been removed.
- The holes have a system that prevents the ball from falling inside. Please take care of it.
- There are no rakes in the bunkers.

DRIVING RANGE

- Social distancing must be guaranteed.
- All areas of the practice ground must be periodically sanitized.
- Payment for use of the practice area must be on line or by credit card.
- The Course Management must follow these protocols when the practice ground is in use.
- At the moment player finish on range, should leave the green baskets on range, staff will collect and disinfected.

PRACTICE PUTTING GREEN

- Social distancing must be maintained at all time.
- The putting and chipping holes will have no flags and the hole cup will be above the surface to avoid contact with the hole.

BUGGIES AND MANUAL AND ELECTRIC TROLLEYS

- This equipment must be disinfected before and after use by personal from the Club.

CHANGING ROOMS AND TOILETS

- The changing rooms will remain closed until the Health Authorities authorize their opening.
- Access to the toilets facilities shall by limited to ONE PERSON AT A TIME, communicating to the staff that they are going to make use of it. Disposable gloves will be provided. Constant use of automatic soap dispenser, water and dryer dispensers is recommended. For your health, for the employees and for everyone, WASH YOUR HANDS A LOT.

GOLF SHOP

- Only one person will be allowed at the same time inside the store. Mandatory use of a mask and disposable glove (to be provided at reception), clothing or objects that are touched and not carried, will be quarantined and disinfected.

RESTAURANT / CAFETERIA

- Only the use of the terrace will initially be available, the interior facilities are not allowed to use, you can only enter in the case of entry for payments. Chairs and tables will be disinfected with each use. Important, respect social distancing and the arrangement of chairs and tables arranged. Use gel dispensers often.
Maintenance

...it is guaranteeing social distance among all workers. Have settled differentiated work teams in the maintenance template. The comings and goings to work are being staggered.

Disinfect machinery, vehicles and tools between shifts. Vehicles and machinery are for individual use not shared.

The entrance and exit of the personnel to the work are individually. Each worker has been provided with individual protection measures.